
While many celebrate the rise of clean energy, there 
are others Who despise its success. oil, in particular, 
has been burned, With prices slumping and insolvencies 
announced. so he’s started fighting back, draWing the 
heroes from their Work. over the past month, major 
refineries and Wells have been set alight across the 
globe.

laminator

the superheroes have been separated, their focus distracted, as they battle to put out the fires. even 
With the help of tWo neW actors – inspector vi and apollon – they’re tired and running loW on energy.

diamond Wire inspector vi flash Wire mesh apollon silver maze

at an oil refinery in japan

professor green

his laser ablation and thermal laser 
separation processing skills Were being 
applied to a number of applications. but 
he Was bored, lacked purpose. this led 
him to moonlight at music festivals; 
a ridiculous Waste of his talents!

her enormous spectral and spatial 
visual capacity helped improve efficiency 
and reliability along the supply chain. 

episode 2 - part 1

the solar superheroes and their compatriots have been 
busy, deploying ever more solar. 2015 saW a record 60 
gW installed, a nearly four-fold increase on 2010! and 
costs continue to fall, While technology advances.

these technological gains saW neW actors enter the folds 
of the heroes. inspector vi Was the first to join folloWing 
the battle With coal. having realized its potential early on, 
she turned her attention aWay from the automotive sector, 
Where she Was originally employed, to focus on solar. 

inspector vi

although the inspector mostly Worked alo-
ne, it Was she Who approached me With the 
request to join the superheroes. helping 
to formulate strategies and identify the 
Weaknesses in their fossil foes Were her 
strengths, and one the group sorely needed.

apollon

apollon joined shortly afterWards. 
he Was originally engineered for 
the field of laser micromachining; 
a Workhorse for the electronics 
industry.  

i could see his speed and precision Would be key for improving solar cell 
efficiency and help drive doWn costs. his ability to transform shape and 
harness pure energy Would also prove invaluable in the fight against fossils. 



hoW quickly 
can you do it?

ha ha ha 

give me 10 hours 
and i should 

have something.

you’ve got 3. 
flash, stop! come help! 
there’s no time to lose. 

 at a burning oil Well in the us it’s no use apollon, the 
Wind’s too strong. We’ve 
been fighting for hours. 
We need to recharge!

look, it’s risky, but i’ve got an idea. 
i think i could create an explosion 
using a ball of pure energy to 
push the burning fuel and oxygen 
aWay. you’ll then have a feW se-
conds to cap the Well head. and 
then We can tackle the other fires.  

i’m not sure hoW long it’s 
going to hold. i can hear the 
fire underneath. We need to 
get to its base.

hoW 
bad 
is it?

it’s on a scale never seen 
before. according to my 
calculations, the disaster 
Will be too big to contain in 
around 24 hours. after that, 
even if We can stop it, the 
damage Will be irreversible.  

yo vi, have you 
managed to harness 
your radical vision to 
locate the others?

yes, but i can’t get 
the communication 
systems to Work. 
oil’s blocking them.

but you knoW 
exactly Where 
they are 
inspector?

yes.

i still don’t 
understand hoW 
you can see What 
they’re doing. 

it’s simple: i can sense 
different objects, re-
gardless of their location 
and measure the distance 
betWeen them. 
i can “see” silver maze and 
Wire mesh have nearly 
put out the fires in japan. 
but the others, they’re 
struggling in the us. the 
Wind’s messing With them.

flash! We could 
use your led 
pulses to trans-
mit a signal. 
you knoW morse 
code right?

yeah, but 
uh, hoW’s 
that going 
to help us?

We can use your pulses 
as a signal lamp, beam 
them into the sky, 
signaling to them to 
come back noW.

riiiiggghhhhhttt. 
because they’ll 
reach japan!

We have to try. 
We don’t have time to fly 
there. there must be a 
Way. or do you have any 
better ideas?!  

actually laminator’s idea’s not that 
far fetched. We can try modifying a 
galilean laser beam expander to 
further the reach of your led pulses.  

superhero hq



With unWavering strength and flexibility, silver maze had an 
electrifying touch and had long turned her poWerful yet 
delicate touch to making products that Would green the earth. 
and the end results Were alWays a sight to behold.

do you 
see it too? 
is that 
morse code?

it’s flash! something’s 
going on. We need to 
get back to hq noW!

come on, 
hurry!

 back at hq.

and they’re 
definitely on 
the move?

yes! they’ve put out 
the fires. they’re 
moving quickly, 
in our direction. 
they should be 
here soon.

the solar superheroes are facing their biggest battle yet. tired and 
dejected, they must noW stand up to the mighty oil monster, Who is hell 
bent on revenge. can flash and inspector vi reach Wire mesh and apollon 
in time? and hoW Will the heroes defeat oil before earth’s biggest ocean 
is destroyed forever? Watch out for the next installment of the solar 
superheroes, coming out in the may edition of pv magazine. to be continued …

Well vi, i’ve got to hand it to 
you, you did it. i’m impressed! 
let me knoW When i can take 
you out to celebrate!

We all contributed! but i can’t contact the others. they’ve 
put out the fire at the Well head, but the surrounding 
landscape is still burning. they haven’t changed position, 
so i’m guessing the signals can’t be seen.

hoW long do 
We have left? 

based on the previous 
calculations, We’ve around 
14 hours, once silver maze 
and Wire mesh get back. 

ahhh … the situation’s escalated: 
We’ve around 9 hours to get the 
others back, brief them and fight 
the big oil monster before the entire 
ocean and its contents are one 
sticky mess that can’t be cleaned. 
so yeah … no stress!

are you sure? 

right, flash, We’ll keep trying 
to contact the others at the oil 
Well. laminator, you need to get 
dr. green here noW, and start 
formulating a battle strategy.   
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